The Moors at North America are a Free National Government as a Self-governing Gnostic Body Politic.

Affidavit of Organization, Document#10105905, Form 1099 recorded in the recorder of deeds Office in the County of Cook, State of Illinois on August 1st, 1928 A.D at 2:52pm, and Prophet Noble Drew Ali's Express Trust Deed of Conveyance therein conveyed the physical custody and possession of the Moorish American fee simple estate to the Moors of the Americas.

Declaration/Proclamation Notice of Private Trust Indenture

Whereas, The Ancient de jure Aboriginal Indigenous Divine Living Natural Moabite Moorish American, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and the Ancient de jure Aboriginal Indigenous Autochthonous and Divine Living Natural Moors of the Land at North America, Northwest Amexem, North Africa; The Northgate, and the land are the Trust Corpus (trust assets) of the de jure gnostically commissioned Private Express Trust. Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey is the Executor, Settlor, Claimant, and Beneficiary of all said Trust Property. Whereas Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and the self-designated Moors of her choosing, In Propria Persona Sui Juris and In Solo Proprio are the Trustees for the Affairs of the de jure gnostically commissioned Private Trust upon the Land at North America, Northwest Amexem, North Africa, The Northgate. While Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and the Moorish American People are the Beneficiaries, they are neither partners nor agents of the said Trust. Any and all benefits or privileges from any government that is not the Moorish National Republic Federal Government will not be received into the Trust Instrument of Exchange, therefore no duty is owed to any other government or outside party by the Trust or its Beneficiaries, Executors, Settlors, Claimants, Trustees, nor the Moorish American People. The Pure Vast Estate Express Trust is active and functioning in the pattern where property is conveyed by will (verbal or written), deed, or proclamation to a trustee. It is not an association. Persuant to Article 1 Section 10 of the American Republic Constitution's unalienable right to contract; as written by the Ancestors of the Moorish America People; the Private Express Trust was created by the Natural Right to Contract which cannot be abridged, and is protected under federally enforceable right of contract law; freehold, droit-droit. This Declaration/Proclamation Notice of the Private Trust Indenture, nor the Private Express Trust are not under any laws or statutes passed by any of the several state legislatures. They are not subject to legislative control nor legislative restrictions, and does not depend on any statutes, and is within the realm of equity; having a separate and distinct juridical personality. This Declaration/Proclamation Notice of the Private Trust Indenture, and the Private Express Trust are Unalienable and Inalienable.

Delegation of Authority

Whereas, the Will of All Law (Allah) the Supreme Authority of everything seen and unseen, Islamism, Sharia Law, The Moorish Divine and National Movement of the World, The Moorish National Republic Federal Government, The Moorish American Judicial Body of the Moorish American Consulate and the Will of the Sovereign Divine Hamitite, Canaanite, and Moabite Moorish American Peoples shall serve as the Delegation of Authority Order under which the de jure gnostically commissioned self-created Trust shall be operated; shall conduct its affairs, and shall be enforced.

Whereas, a delegation of Authority is an instrument whose source is a sovereign authority in the nature of a grant either to the whole nation or to a class or portion of that nation.

Bylaws

1. Whereas, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and the said parties to the Trust Indenture shall uphold

1. Gnostic relating to esoteric and exoteric knowledge, the Universal Book of Law – Nature, Nature's Law; based on the five divine principles of Love, Truth, Peace, Freedom and Justice; knowing, able to discern, good at knowing; the ancient common law time immemorial.
5. Whereas, affirmed, enforced and protected through the normal course of International Law, communicated to foreign authorities, to insure that the operations are proclaimed, acknowledged, and all Moors are r

Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey

Moorish American Consulate will legislate law regarding de jure for and by The People) and its Treaties with the Supreme Judicial Body, and Grand Body of the Ancient Teachings of the Masters, Self-knowledge, and the unincorporated Moorish Science Circle 7 Divinely prepared by the Noble Prophet Drew Ali (1926); the Adept Chamber books, the Bylaws herein, and shall conduct all affairs with honor and in good faith with respect to Law, Equity and Moral Ethics. Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey is judicially and gnostically commissioned. Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey executes Jura Summi Imperii (Jura; the Laws Empire / Rights of Supreme Dominion and Sovereignty) and Jura Regia (Jura; the Laws Royal Rights). Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey invokes lex naturalis and Juris Jura Sanguinis (Juris Jura; the Laws, The Natural Law and legal right of blood).

2. Whereas, the organic Zodiac Constitution, Master Key of Civilization, the Articles of Confederation, the Constitution For the united States of America and it’s Treaties; The Moorish Code of Hammurabi, and the Sacred Scrolls written by the Ancestors of the said Executor shall be the building blocks for the enforcement, upholding, and operation of the said Trust.

3. Whereas, the ancient non-dogmatic books, organic Holy Koran of the Moorish Holy Temple of Science Circle 7 Divinely prepared by the Noble Prophet Drew Ali (1926); the Adept Chamber books, the Ancient Teachings of the Masters, Self-knowledge, and the unincorporated Moorish Science Temple of America Divine Constitution and Bylaws are the literary foundations for the Divine and gnostical Nature of this Trust.

4. Whereas International Law, The Constitution For the united States (Republican form of government; for and by The People) and its Treaties with the Supreme Judicial Body, and Grand Body of the Moorish American Consulate will legislate law regarding de jure gnostically commissioned Executor, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and the Moorish American People. These laws are being communicated to foreign authorities, to insure that the operations are proclaimed, acknowledged, affirmed, enforced and protected through the normal course of International law.

5. Whereas, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey has gnostically commissioned that:

a) Whereas, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and all recorded Moors shall be in the Jurisdiction of their inherited Ancestral Estate in all matters of this Trust including nationality, title, status, claim, right, interest, and in the nature of any civil matter, criminal, commercial, or otherwise. Furthermore, the Department (Ministry) of Vital Statistics in each Territory and state in which a recorded Moor was born, shall transfer and convey, as Title, the Domicile of Origin back to the Moorish Empire, of which their domination authority and inhabitation stretching from between 3 degrees north-east of present day (2.0469° N, 45.3182° E) Mogadishu and 22 degrees North Latitude at (15.5527° N, 48.5164° E) Yemen (Moab), 5 degrees West of Sabaea, 12 degrees East of the Kingdom a Axum (9.1450° N, 40.4897° E Abyssinia misnomered Ethiopia and 15.1794° N, 39.7823° E (Eritrea) to 42 degrees East Longitude 2,982 miles Longitude. Latitude, and (30.5595° S, 22.9375° E ) South-Africa 12 degrees East Longitude, South West of Moab at Luanda ((11.2027° S, 17.8739° E Angola)). Just below the (4.0383° S, 21.7587° E) Congo, Across the Great Atlantis, even unto the Present North, Farthest West, top of America (64.2008° N, 149.4397° W; present day Alaska) (56.1304° N, 106.3468° W; present day Canada) (54.5260° N, 105.2551° W longitude and latitude North America) 72 degrees North Latitude-4,940 miles; 150 degrees west Longitude-21 miles, (12.7690° N, 85.6024° W, present day Central America) above the equator from Moab - 3,160 miles – and Central or Meso America including Mexico and the Atlantis Islands at 19 degrees South Latitude – 1,330 miles; 122 degrees west longitude (21.4691° N, 78.6569° W longitude and latitude present day adjoining islands misnomered Caribbean) – 74 miles near to the equator from Moab – 9,028 miles (8.7832° S, 55.4915° W) South America at 52 degrees South Latitude – 3,640 miles; 78 degrees South West Longitude – 41 miles below the Equator from Moab, (38.4161° S, 63.6167° W, to the southern most tip of present day Argentina). “The Asiatic Nation (Moors) comprise three-fourths of the world's population and the European Nations, of the Roman Cross Order of “Christ and Mary” comprise one-forth.” ... The number 60 is the key to geography, therefore, you are advised to always multiply degrees (or Meridians) of geography by the figure 60, for accuracy... Earth's annual revolution of 360 degrees... All of which equal a geographical Span of 21,600 miles. 360 degrees, multiplied by 60 equals 21,600 miles (10,800 miles in the Northern Hemisphere, 180 degrees an 10,800 miles in the Southern Hemisphere, 180 degrees)” Charles Mosley Bey, Ph.D., LLD, 3rd, 33rd and 360 degree free Born Moorish Master Mason status; Master Astrologer, and Moorish Constitutional Law Giver. Clock of Destiny Vol. 1. p. 29, 30. The whole 21,600 miles ÷ 4 = 5,400 x 3 (three quarters of the earth) = 16,200² (262,440,000 million square miles that goes back to the proclaimant of interest and habitation of inherited Ancestral Estate.

b) Henceforth, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey, and all Moors are recorded Moors who have filed a proclamation of nationality with the Moorish Divine and National Movement; the Moorish National Republic Federal Government, The Moorish American Consulate, The
unincorporated Moorish Science Temple of America, or any Office of record on the Land of the Americas. In addition, the receipt of a document filing number will be used as a non-obligatory tax number either in the singular form for individual Moors, or the collective form for families who have filed one document severally. All recorded Moors shall have full entitlements to all titles, status, claim, right, and interest in the Moorish Divine and National Movement; the Moorish National Republic Federal Government, the gnostically commissioned Moorish American Consulate, and the unincorporated Moorish Science Temple of America or any Office of record on the Land of the Americas.

c) Whereas, the District of Columbia and the Congress of the United States; under the United States Code (USC), Title 28, Section 3002, subsection (15)(A), "Federal Corporation" are incapacitate and have no influence upon Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey, her named beneficiaries, nor the Moorish American People.

d) Whereas, all titles of nobility, namely El, Bey, Al, Dey and Ali, shall be recognized internationally and for all purposes of the Express Trust.

e) Whereas, the Red Flag with the Five Pointed Green Star in the Center shall remain the Mother of Flags, and remain the National Flag of Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and the Moorish American People, and is evidence and proclamation of our Moorish/Moroccan/Moabite Natural Descent to the Land; The Moorish/Morocco Empire.

6. Whereas, all alleged or otherwise debt for Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey, her beneficiaries, and all recorded Moors is hereby cancelled upon proclamation of Nationality as any debts issued to names in all CAPITAL LETTERS or any presumed nom de guerre or any fictional construct fashioned by the hands of others - are not issued to the Living Natural Aboriginal Indigenous Moorish Americans. Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and all recorded Moors are The People of the Land, therefore, all certificates, bonds, and currency (coinage) backed by gold, silver, other precious stones, minerals, crops and all other transferable property are methods of exchange to be used and enforced upon said inherited Ancestral lands.

7. Whereas, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and all recorded Moors shall have the right to freely travel unobstructed, unmolested, and unfettered in various modes of travel throughout the Earth; especially, North, South, and Central Americas, and all adjoining Islands.

8. Whereas, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and all recorded Moors shall have an unobstructed, unmolested, and unfettered right to bear arms throughout the North, South, and Central Americas, and adjoining Islands.

9. Whereas, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey and all Moors shall have the right to request the aid of a Consul of the Moorish American Consulate to secure their person and property at any and all time.

10. Whereas, if Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey or any Moor is forced into a judicial proceeding regarding any statutory violation, the liability in the amount of $1,800 per minute is placed upon the charging offender or offenders, and shall be awarded to the detained Moor based on the amount of time the Moor is detained and/or held in a courtroom and the amount of travel and time spent, and the courtroom time with the time spent negotiating such matters. Also, the charging offender or offenders shall pay the jurisconsult2 the amount of $5,200 per hour based on the time spent initiating answers or statements on the part of the Moor. These allodial costs shall be paid in gold and silver on the day of the hearing or trial. Moreover, all bonds3 and derivatives4 shall be surrendered to the jurisconsult.

11. All UNITED STATES/U.S./U.S.A/CORPORATIONS and all derivatives of the name, and ALL INSTRUMENTALITIES and ENITIES, are forbidden and excluded from the gnostical body of the Private Trust Indenture.


3. Bonds are either single (simple) or double, (conditional.) A single bond is one in which the obligor binds himself, his heirs, etc., to pay a certain sum of money to another person at a specified day. A double (or conditional) bond is one to which a condition is added that if the obligor does or forbears from doing some act the obligation shall be void. Formerly such a condition was sometimes contained in a separate instrument, and was then called a "defeasance." Black's Law Dictionary rev 4th ed. p. 224

4. Derivative. Coming from another; taken from something preceding; secondary; that which has not its origin in itself, but owes its existence to something foregoing. Anything obtained or deduced from another. State v. Wong Fong, 75 Mont. 81, 241 P. 1072. Black's Law Dictionary rev 4th ed. p. 530
12. Whereas, this declaration/proclamation notice and the Private Trust Indenture stands as law.

**Article 1 – Name**

The lawful name of the traditional, Pure Vast Estate Express Trust shall be known as:

~Gnosis of the Moroccan Empire Moabitess Trust~

International Private Gnostic Trust Document

**Article 2 – Purpose**

The general purpose for which this Trust has been established is for the protection and security of the property of the Living, Natural, Divine, Aboriginal, Indigenous Moorish American National, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey in Propria Persona Sui Juris, In Proprio Solo, and the beneficiaries who are: Nassor Mooruts Bey and his progeny, Tamina Christine Gorman Haamid Bey and her progeny, Basil Emil Haamid Bey and his progeny, Taheerah Anjail Haamid Bey, and her progeny, Nuahab El Eagle Dove Bey, and her progeny; the Moorish American People and their progeny. Said beneficiaries are not partners nor agents for the trust, but are the beneficiaries along with Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey.

**Article 3 – Type Trust**

This lawful type of trust is an Amendable Trust that can be modified when referring to the Board of Directors. Each member of the Board of Directors must take an oath of honesty, that upholds the five universal principles of love, truth, peace, freedom, and justice, and loyalty to the Aboriginal, Indigenous Moors and their Noble office to only be a benefit by unbias function for the well-being of the beneficiaries. Any indication of dishonesty or corruption, the trust can be amended to terminate the fiduciary relationship and position of such board member(s).

**Article 4 – Board of Director Trustees**

The Private Express Trust shall be governed by a de jure, Aboriginal, Indigenous Moorish American Board of Directors, Basil Emil Haamid Bey as Primary; Tamina Christine Gorman Haamid Bey, secondary; and of their choosing, proven trustworthy Moors as subsequent board seats - having all rights, powers and privileges as one of the Noble Directors of a de jure Express Trust, otherwise, the Noble Moorish American People will decide. The Board shall establish lawful policies and directives governing all operations of the Trust. The Board shall have no fewer members than 3. The members of the Board may be increased but no more than 13 members. Meetings and Minutes shall be entered into the Trust Records.

**Article 4 – Seal**

Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey may choose the Seal(s) of this Trust or use any Seal of her Nation (Indigenous Moorish American People's Tribal Consulo). Failure to affix the seal to any instrument, however, shall not affect the validity of that instrument.

**Article 5 – Trust Property Inventory List**

As of May 11, 2015 (M.C.C. 1435), The Property contained within the PRIVATE Gnosis of the Moroccan Empire Moabitess Trust is expressed as: Any and ALL real and personal property, tangible and intangible of any nature, at any location that is owned by the proclaimed or later acquired by the proclaimed, and as expressed in the PRIVATE Gnosis of the Moroccan Empire Moabitess Trust.

Giving Honor to the Supreme Being; Creator and Sustainer of everything seen and unseen, I, Nura Ameena Nyirrah Haamid Bey part and Parcel of Divine Creation, affirm that I AM the Natural Woman / Divine Being herein named, existing in my own Proper Person; affirmed by Lawful, Substantive Right, by Birthright; and respectively acknowledged - being lawfully qualified and competent to execute this document. I therefore place my hand and seal thereto.

Chromos:

Day: Ninth  Month: October  Year: 2018 (Cey) / 1438 (Mcy).

I Am: [Signature]

[Seal Image]